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Hello.
We’re the USDS Equity Delivery Team, and we’re on your side. 
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“The consistent and systematic fair, just, and impartial
treatment of all individuals, including individuals who 
belong to underserved communities that have been 

denied such treatment”
Executive Order 13985

“The absence of unfair and avoidable differences in lived 
outcomes (and their determinants, including social 

determinants) among population groups defined socially, 
economically, demographically or geographically.”

World Health Organization

What is equity?



"Advancing equity is not a one-year project – it is a 
generational commitment that will require sustained 

leadership and partnership with all communities.”

President Joe Biden

Equity is everyone’s job. 



This work can be overwhelming. We’re here to help.



Tools You Can Use



Reach Burden Spectrum

End-to-End Guide (in Slack Canvas)
Template (in Mural)

Positionality

End-to-End Guide (in Slack Canvas)
Template (in Mural)

Participation Spectrum

End-to- End Guide (in Slack Canvas)
Template (in Mural)

At-a-Glance

https://usds.enterprise.slack.com/docs/TD42BGDLM/F061PMRTG59
https://app.mural.co/t/usdigitalservice0135/m/usdigitalservice0135/1699306039829/35%5B%E2%80%A6%5D0d3cc2246ddee79f4246bb59cae3a?sender=u251162188f56721a08512222
https://usds.enterprise.slack.com/docs/TD42BGDLM/F062CQMCH88
https://app.mural.co/t/usdigitalservice0135/m/usdigitalservice0135/1688682093846/26%5B%E2%80%A6%5D6b12d80b730dabebe85a33b202fe1?sender=u251162188f56721a08512222
https://usds.enterprise.slack.com/docs/TD42BGDLM/F061PMZCMMY
https://app.mural.co/t/usdigitalservice0135/m/usdigitalservice0135/1699304349451/54%5B%E2%80%A6%5D6fef29a54c8965cb98defdae74d67?sender=u251162188f56721a08512222


A Closer Look

Why? USDS teams can benefit 
from adjusted problem 
statements that maximize reach 
and minimize burned for the 
people we serve.

Desired outcome: Challenges 
teams to consider different levers 
of change and do a risk-benefit 
analysis among them.

Who’s using it? FFS IVaaS, 
HHS Grants.gov, CMS 
Cybersecurity, Project Toolkit, 
CX Disaster Relief

Why? USDSers need better 
awareness of the limitations of 
their own perspectives to deliver 
equitable outcomes.

Desired outcome: Prompts teams 
to reflect on their lived 
experiences and highlights gaps 
and opportunities between the 
team’s experience and the 
communities being served.

Who’s using it? USDS 
Leadership, HRSA OPTN, FFS 
IVaaS, CX 0-5

Why? USDS teams don’t have a 
simple and meaningful way to 
evaluate the integrity of public 
participation.

Desired outcome: USDS teams 
develop a North Start for the 
timing, burden and purpose of 
pubic participation.

Who’s using it? HRSA OPTN, 
SSA*, CX 0-5, DOJ NLEAD

Reach Burden Spectrum Positionality Participation Spectrum



Keep going

Looking for tools and resources?

à Equity Git Repo

Have a question or something you 
want to troubleshoot?

à Submit a request

https://github.com/usds/equity_practice
https://web.polly.ai/3d8eoo


Discussion



Appendix






